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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Introduction to Video Producer

Luminant Music makes it easy to create high-quality videos that combine Luminant Music‘s stunning graphics
and your favorite music. Videos can be shared across social media platforms, including sites such as YouTube
and Facebook.
Luminant Music can produce videos at 720p, 1080p, 1080p60, 2k, 2k60, and 4k resolutions. Rendering a 4K
video can take time, even on a fast computer. Nonetheless, the visual quality of videos at 2k and 4k resolution
makes the wait worthwhile. It is recommended that you run a test at 320x180, which renders quite fast, to
make sure all is well before committing to a 4k render.
The Video Producer is available with the Trial, Standard, and Ultimate editions of Luminant Music.
However, videos created in the Trial edition will be watermarked.
This user guide covers the use of Luminant Music’s Video Producer. For information on other modes and
features found in Luminant Music, including the GRAPHIC OVERLAY feature, please see the Luminant Music
User Guide found on Luminant Music’s website.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Overview of the Video Creation Process

The steps below provide an overview of the video creation process in Luminant Music. The following sections
of this user guide explain each of these steps in greater detail.
1. From Luminant Music’s Main Menu, select VIDEO mode.
2. Select and load a music track on the Video Producer panel. The track length defines the length of
the video.
3. Select moments in the song where the scene should change. This action divides the song into
segments. Each segment can feature a unique scene.
4. Assign a scene to show in each segment.

5. Adjust camera movement and colors in each scene if desired.
6. Configure the video by choosing parameters such as the output file name and resolution.
7. Render the video.
When finished, you can play, upload, and share your video.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Select Video Mode

1. Click the Main Menu button at the bottom left and select VIDEOS.
2. The Video Producer panel will open. Use this panel to select the music and options for your video.

Activate Graphic Overlay Feature
If you want your video to include a graphic overlay, you can access that feature and make adjustments in the
SETTINGS panel, accessed through the gear icon next to the Main Menu button. For more information
about the Graphic Overlay feature, please see the Luminant Music User Guide.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

The VIDEO PRODUCER Panel: Load the
Music for Your Video

1. Click the music track icon on the Video Producer panel to browse and select the audio file you want
to use to create your video. Luminant Music supports MP3, OGG, WAV, and AIFF files. Click the Help
button if you need assistance.
2. Once the track is loaded, click START. The START button will not appear until the track is loaded. The
Video Producer panel will advance to the TIMING tab. The icons at the top of the panel, framed in
red below, are used to navigate through the tabs of the Video Producer panel.
3. At any point in the video creation process, you may want to save your progress and return to work on
the video later. Click the kebab menu icon (indicated by an arrow on the image below) to open the
overflow menu options. Learn more about saving and loading videos on page 54 of this user guide.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

The TIMING Tab: An Overview

In the TIMING tab, you can divide your video into segments by specifying the time at which each segment
begins. You can also assign a different scene to be displayed for each segment.

The two green waveforms are visual representations of the audio track that
help you easily identify where to add scene changes. The peaks represent strong
volume points.
The upper waveform shows a zoomed in view of a portion of the track, letting
you view that portion in detail. The bottom waveform always shows the entire
track. The blue shaded area in the bottom waveform represents the section
visible in the upper waveform. The orange line represents the current time
location in the audio track.
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The SEGMENT section of the TIMING tab displays the current segment and
when it begins, plus controls to add, delete, go to, and play the segment. Your
video is divided into segments with each segment featuring one scene and one
camera movement. Click the Help button for assistance.

The GRIDLINES section of the TIMING tab lets you specify a helpful grid that
appears over the upper waveform. It helps you identify beats and measures to
make it easier to find moments in the music track when a segment break will
work best. The default setting places gridlines every 2.00 seconds.

The zoom controls let you zoom in or zoom out the upper waveform view.

The CURRENT field indicates the position where you are currently working in
the selected audio track.

The storyboard area shows the scene thumbnails that are assigned to the five
segments closest to the current time. When a segment is selected, the scene
thumbnail for that segment enlarges. The arrow buttons below the storyboard
can be used to navigate through the scene thumbnails.

Greater detail about each section in the TIMING tab follows.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

The TIMING Tab:
More About the Waveforms

The waveforms section of the TIMING tab helps you visualize where to add segment breaks in your video.
The peaks and valleys represent strong and quiet parts of your music.


The upper waveform shows a zoomed in view. It shows only part of the song.



The lower waveform always shows the complete song.



The blue shaded area shows which part of the song is shown in the upper waveform.



The orange vertical bars on both waveforms show the current time.



Click anywhere on either waveform to set the time.



Press the space bar to play the audio starting at the current time.



Use the playhead slider at the bottom of the screen to scroll through the waveforms.

Keyboard shortcuts that can be useful in the TIMING tab include:


\: Insert a segment at current time



Delete: Delete the current segment



Home (fn+Left arrow): Go to start of track



End (fn+Right arrow): Go to the beginning of the last segment



Left arrow: Previous segment



Right arrow: Next segment

A complete list of keyboard shortcuts can be found on pages 56-58.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

The TIMING Tab:
Current Audio Position and Zoom

The audio position controls are located above the waveforms. The zoom controls are located to the
right. The controls are explained below:

The current time position in the selected audio track. Enter a specific time in
either of the following formats:


81.30



1m20.3s

Click the arrows to the left and right to adjust the time.
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Default: ±0.1s



Ctrl/Cmd: ±0.01s



Shift: ±1.0s



Shift+Ctrl/Cmd: ±10.0s

10

Decrease the segment start time and play three seconds from the new time.
This button is helpful when you are trying to find the exact moment a specific
sound event begins.
Increase the segment start time and play three seconds from the new time.
Play three seconds from the segment start time. This helps you hear what
begins at the current time without losing your place, as the playhead will return
to the original starting point after the three seconds.
Zoom out (Shortcut: Mouse wheel)
Zoom in (Shortcut: Mouse wheel)
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

The TIMING Tab: Overview of Segments
and Gridlines

The TIMING tab helps you divide your video into segments. Each segment will feature one scene and one
camera view. This section of the user guide will first cover the controls found in the SEGMENT section and
the GRIDLINES section of the TIMING tab. Following a review of the controls, see Steps to Divide the
Audio into Segments for step-by-step instructions on page 18 of this user guide.
The SEGMENT section and GRIDLINES section outlined in the red square above and shown in detail below
help you insert segment breaks throughout your video. At the top, the current segment, total number of
segments, and length of the current segment are shown.
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Using the SEGMENT Section of the TIMING Tab

The SEGMENT section provides the controls to insert segments into your video, using the waveforms and
the controls in the SEGMENT section. The controls in the SEGMENT section of the TIMING tab are
explained below:

The current selected segment. Type a segment number or use the
arrows to move through them.
Go to the start time for the current segment.

Delete the current segment.

Insert a new segment starting at the current time.

The start time for the current segment.
Decrease the start time for the current segment and play the first
three seconds.
Increase the start time for the current segment and play the first three
seconds.
Play the first three seconds of the current segment.
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Using the GRIDLINES Section of the TIMING Tab
The GRIDLINES section of the TIMING tab (shown below) helps you find the perfect place for a scene
change. Usually, you want to add scene changes at the start of musical measures, which often begin at equal
intervals. This section is optional, as it only serves as a visual guide to help you select where scene changes
should take place.
The GRIDLINES section helps you quickly find multiple points in your song where you can add scene breaks.
The grid is simply white lines drawn at equal intervals throughout the song. They begin at a reference point
and repeat at equal intervals from that point.
By carefully choosing a reference point (usually at the start of a measure) and adjusting the timing of the
gridlines to align with the next measure, the remaining gridlines reveal the position of all future measures.

The GRIDLINES section of the TIMING tab has the following controls:

The time location of the REFERENCE point. The grid is drawn at
even intervals on both sides of this point.
Set the REFERENCE at the current time.

Go to the REFERENCE.
The current gridline. Gridlines are counted starting at the
REFERENCE.
Set the current gridline at the current time. All other gridlines are
adjusted to keep an equal distance from each other.
Return to Table of Contents
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Go to the current gridline.
Reduce the number of gridlines between the current gridline and the
REFERENCE.
Increase the number of gridlines between the current gridline and
the REFERENCE.
The time distance from the current gridline to the REFERENCE.
Adjust to make the grid tighter/sparse. The default is 2.00 seconds.
Draw a major (brighter) gridline at this frequency. This helps identify
major and minor sync points.
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Example of GRIDLINES Usage
Gridlines make finding segment break points easier.

In the example above, the REFERENCE (red) has been placed at 3.44s, where a visibly strong beat is located.
By default, the gridlines repeat every two seconds (yellow). They do not really align to anything evenly.
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In the example above, by selecting gridline #24 (orange) and visually adjusting its distance down to 30.84
seconds, all gridlines appear to align neatly to other beats in the song.
By setting the major lines at every 6 (green), they align to the beginning of measures.
You can now do the following:


Insert a segment at the current point: \



Next gridline: Shift+Right arrow



Previous gridline: Shift+Left arrow

In this example, it’s now much easier to find all the measure starting points where segment breaks work best.
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Steps to Divide the Audio into Segments
After you load the music track you want to use and click START, you’ll then divide the audio into segments
using the SEGMENT section of the TIMING tab and the waveforms. The TIMING tab defaults to one
segment, with the entire song playing only one scene.
1. Click the location on the upper or lower waveform where you want the next segment (and scene
change) to occur, then click the Plus icon on the TIMING tab.
2. The number of segments shown in the TIMING tab will increase, and a blue line is placed on the
waveform at the location where the second segment begins.
3. For each additional segment desired, click the location on the either waveform, followed by the Plus
icon until you have the number of segments desired.
4. The scene assigned to each segment will appear in scene thumbnails in the storyboard area below
the waveforms. The selected segment’s scene thumbnail will be larger than the other segments.
The next section of this user guide covers how to change the scene for each segment.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

The TIMING Tab:
Change Scenes in the Storyboard

Once you’ve added the desired number of segments, the storyboard will appear below the waveforms, as
framed in red in the image above. Each scene thumbnail shows the Luminant Music scene assigned to that
segment of the video.


Click a scene thumbnail to select that segment; the scene thumbnail you selected will enlarge.



Once the segment is selected, use the Scene Select tools at top of the page to choose the scene you
want to display during that segment.
o

Type directly into the scene field to search for a specific scene or use the arrows to move
through the scenes available in your edition. The Scene Select icon will open a menu of
available scenes.

o

For more information on selecting scenes, visit the Select Scenes section of the Luminant
Music User Guide, found on Luminant Music’s website.



Repeat the process until scenes have been selected for all segments you created.
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The storyboard area has one control located just above the scene thumbnails:
The Equal button specifies if the scenes following the selected scene should be
the same as the previous one or not. This setting defaults to the on position.
If you have three segments that share the same scene (different camera
movements), use this switch to link them. If you change the first one, all three
will change.
When you change one of the thumbnails, this setting will automatically turn off.

Below the storyboard area, you have controls that help you navigate through the scene thumbnails.

Go to the first segment. Keyboard shortcut: Home (fn+Left arrow)

Select the previous segment. Keyboard shortcut: Arrow left

Select the next segment. Keyboard shortcut: Arrow right

Go to the last segment. Keyboard shortcut: End (fn+Right arrow)

After you have selected the scenes for each of your segments, click the
VIEWS icon on the Video Producer panel to specify how the camera
will move in your video.
Click the Help button for assistance.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

The VIEWS Tab: An Overview

After you have divided the music track into segments and assigned a scene to each segment, click the VIEWS
icon (1) on the Video Producer panel to open the VIEWS tab, where you will select how the camera will
move in each scene of your video.

Click the VIEWS icon to move to the VIEWS tab.
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Select a segment using the arrows or type the segment number directly into the
SEGMENT field.
Use the preview slider to view the camera motion of the selected segment.
Click the preview segment button to play the music and scene for the selected
segment.

Choose from SIMPLE, ADVANCED, or PRO view to control how the camera moves
in each segment. Each view is explained further in the next three sections of this
user guide.


SIMPLE: Choose from 128 preselected views.



ADVANCED: Same as SIMPLE, but a few parameters are adjustable.



PRO: Control every detail of the camera motion.

As you move the preview slider or if you click the preview segment button, a
preview of the scene is shown in this area.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

The VIEWS Tab: SIMPLE View

The SIMPLE view, selected on the VIEWS tab, only allows one setting to be adjusted. The VIEW number
(framed in red above) can be changed to one of 128 preset views for each scene.
1. Move through the segments using the left and right arrows beside the segment number.
2. Select a view for each segment using the left and right arrows beside the view number (framed in red
above).
3. Use the preview slider to preview the camera movement for the selected segment or click the
preview segment button beside the slider to play the music and preview the camera movement for
the segment.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

The VIEWS Tab: ADVANCED View

In addition to the tools provided in the SIMPLE view, the ADVANCED view provides controls to finely tune
each view as follows:

VIEW

Choose from one of 128 camera arc views. Each scene has different views
available. (Range: 1-128)

SHIFT

Choose which portion of the camera arc to use. (Range: -100.00 to 100.00)

SPEED

Choose the speed of the camera. First, move the preview slider to the point
where you want the change in speed to occur, then increase or decrease the
speed using the arrows. (Range: 0.00-3.00) Note: Reducing the speed value will
change the shift value so that the focus of the segment remains at the current
point in the preview.

WARMUP

If set to NO, some scenes, such as the ones with particle showers, will begin
empty, with particles beginning to emit after the scene begins. When YES is
selected, Luminant Music will start the scene two seconds prior, with the scene
in progress.
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FADEOUT

Return to Table of Contents

If NO is selected, an abrupt cut will occur between scenes. If YES is selected,
the video with fade to and from black between scenes. If AUTO is selected,
scenes will fade at the beginning and end of the video and will fade at both ends
of any segment assigned the Luminant Music title scene. Otherwise, a cut is
used.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

The VIEWS Tab:
PRO View

If you select PRO as the view type, you can specify every parameter that defines the camera motion, including
several that are not part of the preset views. You also have greater control over the range of motion, so you
can create views not possible any other way. You can also make adjustments to a preexisting view.
In addition to the adjustments in ADVANCED view, the area indicated in the red frame above shows the
many adjustments you can make to the camera in PRO view. Across the top, you’ll find the camera settings
that are adjustable at various points in the video you are creating. Each segment’s settings are configured
separately. Move between segments using the arrows on either side of the segment number. A detailed
explanation of each setting follows.
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Adjust the Camera ANGLE

The chart below covers the adjustments that can be made in each of the fields in the section framed in
red above. Numbers can be typed directly into the field. The icon above the field is an omni-directional
control for that setting. Click and hold the icon, moving your mouse in any direction to adjust the numbers,
with the changes to the camera view displaying as your mouse moves.
When adjusting any of these values, the start time for the segment is selected so you can preview in real time
the initial position of the camera view. First select the segment, then adjust the following settings. When you
adjust a START and END setting, use the preview slider to see how the changes will appear.
Each setting below only applies to the currently selected segment. You must alter each segment’s settings
separately.
Setting
START
END

Function
Initial camera position
Final camera position (If you set both the START and END time to zero, the
camera will not turn during the segment. Use the preview slider or preview
segment button to view this change.)

Values
0-360°
-360°-360°

TO

Time when the camera begins to change its position

0-99%

T1

Time when the camera finishes changing position

1-100%

Select the transition curve for the camera position. Click the icon above this field
to open the Transition Curve Guide; click outside the guide to close.

Variable

EASE

Read more about T0, T1, and EASE in the Understanding Transition Curves on page 33 in this
user guide.
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Adjust the Camera HEIGHT

The chart below covers the adjustments that can be made in each of the fields in the section framed in
red above. Numbers can be typed directly into the field or you can click and hold the icon above the
numerical text field and swing to the left or right to adjust the numbers.
When adjusting any of these values, the start time for the segment is selected so you can preview in real time
the initial position of the camera view. First select the segment, then adjust the following settings. Repeat for
each segment of your video.

Setting

Function

Values

START

Initial camera height

0-300%

END

Final camera height

0-300%

TO

Time during the selected segment when the camera begins to change its
height

0-99%

T1

Time during the selected segment when the camera finishes changing its
height

1-100%

Select the transition curve for camera height. Click the icon above this field to
open the Transition Curve Guide; click outside the guide to close.

Variable

EASE

Read more about T0, T1, and EASE in the Understanding Transition Curves on page 33 in this
user guide.
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Adjust the Camera DISTANCE

The chart below covers the adjustments that can be made in each of the fields in the section framed in red
above. Numbers can be typed directly into the field or you can click and hold the icon above the numerical
text field and swing to the left or right to adjust the numbers.
When adjusting any of these values, the start time for the segment is selected so you can preview in real time
the initial position of the camera view. First select the segment, then adjust the following settings. Repeat for
each segment of your video.

Setting

Function

Values

START

Initial camera distance

1-300%

END

Final camera distance

0-300%

TO

Time during the selected segment when the camera begins changing distance

0-99%

T1

Time during the selected segment when the camera finishes changing distance

1-100%

EASE

Select the transition curve for the camera distance. Click the icon above this field
to open the Transition Curve Guide; click outside the guide to close.

Variable

Read more about T0, T1, and EASE in the Understanding Transition Curves on page 33 in this user
guide.
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Adjust the Camera UP Settings

The chart below covers the adjustments that can be made in each of the fields in the section framed in red
above. Numbers can be typed directly into the field or you can click and hold the icon above the numerical
text field and swing to the left or right to adjust the numbers.
When adjusting any of these values, the start time for the segment is selected so you can preview in real time
the initial position of the camera view. First select the segment, then adjust the following settings. Repeat for
each segment of your video.
Setting

Function

Values

START

Initial camera tilt

-500500%

END

Final camera tilt

-500500%

Camera tilt shake

0-100%

TO

Time during the selected segment when the camera begins to tilt

0-99%

T1

Time during the selected segment when the camera finishes its tilt

1-100%

Select the transition curve for camera tilt. Click the icon above this field to open
the Transition Curve Guide; click outside the guide to close.

Variable

SHAKE

EASE

Read more about T0, T1, and EASE in the Understanding Transition Curves on page 33 in this user
guide.
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Adjust the Camera ROLL

The chart below covers the adjustments that can be made in each of the fields in the section framed in red
above. Numbers can be typed directly into the field or you can click and hold the icon above the numerical
text field and swing to the left or right to adjust the numbers.
When adjusting any of these values, the start time for the segment is selected so you can preview in real time
the initial position of the camera view. First select the segment, then adjust the following settings. Repeat for
each segment of your video.
Setting

Function

Values

START

Initial camera roll

-360-360°

END

Final camera roll

-360-360°

Camera roll shake

0-100%

TO

Time during the selected segment when the camera to roll

0-99%

T1

Time during the selected segment when the camera finishes its roll

1-100%

Select the transition curve for camera roll. Click the icon above this field to
open the Transition Curve Guide; click outside the guide to close.

Variable

SHAKE

EASE

Read more about T0, T1, and EASE in the Understanding Transition Curves on page 33 in this user
guide.
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Adjust the Field of View (FOV)

The chart below covers the adjustments that can be made in each of the fields in the section framed in red
above. Numbers can be typed directly into the field or you can click and hold the icon above the numerical
text field and swing to the left or right to adjust the numbers.
When adjusting any of these values, the start time for the segment is selected so you can preview in real time
the initial position of the camera view. First select the segment, then adjust the following settings. Repeat for
each segment of your video.
Setting

Function

Values

START

Initial camera field of view

5-120°

END

Final camera field of view

5-120°

TO

Time during the selected segment when the camera begins to change its field
of view

0-99%

T1

Time during the selected segment when the camera finishes changing its field
of view

1-100%

EASE

Select the transition curve for the field of view. Click the icon above this field to
open the Transition Curve Guide; click outside the guide to close.

Variable

Read more about T0, T1, and EASE in the Understanding Transition Curves on page 33 in this user
guide.
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Understanding Transition Curves
The final three rows, T0, T1, and EASE, allow you to finely tune how and when the parameters change from
from the value in the START field and to the value in END field.
Select a transition curve using the Transition Curve Guide that appears when you click the small icon
above the text field for EASE as indicated below.

The transition curve determines how the camera should change, in the selected segment, from its location
during the time position selected in T0 (when the change begins) and the time selected in T1 (when the
change in parameters ends).
The various options for transition curves and their respective codes are shown on the sample guide below.

When the guide opens in Luminant Music, simply click the transition curve you want to use or type the oneor two-digit code beside the curve directly into the EASE field. Click outside the guide to close it without
choosing or changing the transition curve.


The default is L (Linear). The values will change evenly from start to finish.
o

If you select F3 (Cubic Ease Form), the values will begin to change slowly, then increase more
quickly with an abrupt ending.
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o

If you choose 4 (Quartic Ease To and From), the values will begin to change slightly at first
and slightly at the end, giving the impression of a soft start and end of motion.



The best way to understand these parameters is to experiment with Luminant Music.



The T0 and T1 numbers specify when the values begin and finish changing as a percentage of the
total segment time.
o

For example, if you set T0 to 30% and T1 for 60% in the settings for ANGLE, the camera angle
will not begin to change until 30% of the segment has passed, then it will move to its final angle
by 60% of the segment time, where it will remain until the end of the segment.



The Transition Curve adjustment is useful to create motion where not everything happens at the
same time. You may create a scene where the camera is spinning steadily throughout the scene, then
quickly zoom in halfway into the scene.



Click the default L (Linear) curve icon (or anywhere outside the guide) to close the Transition Curve
Guide.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

The STYLE Tab:
Adjust Colors and Add Lyrics

After the camera settings have been adjusted, click the STYLE icon on the Video Producer panel to open
the STYLE tab. The STYLE tab lets you modify the scene colors (if you choose and if the scene supports color
changes) and add lyrics to your video (if they are available). Each scene has a predefined palette of colors
which are preselected by default. (The option to customize scene colors is only available in the Ultimate edition.)
Click the Help button for assistance.
The following scenes do not support color changes: Donuts, Happy Sector, Lollipop Twirls, Lollipops,
Mondrianesque, Studded Moon, and Synth Bricks.
If you do not want to change the preselected scene colors, skip to the next section of this user guide on page
44.
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1. Click the STYLE toggle switch to
move from DEFAULT COLORS
(preselected based on the chosen
scene) to CUSTOM COLORS.
2. Fields for SIGNAL COLOR, BASE
COLOR, and BODY COLOR will
appear, along with color swatches to
help you customize those colors.

Signal Color: Dynamic (animated) elements in a scene
Base Color: Dominant background element in a scene
Body Color: Dominant foreground element in a scene


Select the colors for each segment separately by using the arrows beside the SEGMENT field.



Not all scenes support color changes. See page 35 for a list of scenes that do not support
color changes.



Click the preview segment button beside the slider to preview the changes in the segment.



The option to customize scene colors is only available in the Ultimate edition.

Adjusting the BASE and BODY COLOR
1. Click the color swatch beside BASE
COLOR or BODY COLOR (black
rectangles in the example to the left) to
open a color picker, as shown below. In
most scenes, this color picker lets you
customize the color of the dominant
background element (BASE) or the
dominant foreground element (BODY) for
the scene. Not every scene supports
color changes. You can also type the
#HEX value directly into the field if you
know the code for the color you want to
use.
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2. Move the sliders to adjust the values
or click inside the square until you find
the color you want to use. The swatch
on the STYLE tab will automatically
update with the selected color and its
corresponding number.
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Adjusting the SIGNAL COLOR

1. In the SIGNAL COLOR field, enter a series of characters from the PALETTE SPECIFICATION GUIDE
to create a custom color palette for the dynamic parts of the scene. Click the Video Producer Help
icon to open the PALETTE SPECIFICATION GUIDE.

2. In the SIGNAL COLOR field, type any sequence of characters from the top row of the guide to create
unique color gradients for the scene. Add a number or percent sign to adjust whiteness.
The SIGNAL COLOR cannot be changed in all scenes. See page 35 for a list of scenes that do not support
color changes.
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Example 1
The palette string “af” results in a palette ranging from red (“a” on the PALETTE SPECIFICATION GUIDE) to
yellow (“f” on the PALETTE SPECIFICATION GUIDE). Notice the color spectrum changes, as shown below,
when a new code for the signal color is entered in the SIGNAL COLOR field.

This change makes the scene show colors in that range, according to frequency, where lower bass tones
appear red and higher treble tones appear yellow.
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Example 2
The palette string “hp” results in a palette that ranges from yellow-green (“h” in the PALETTE SPECIFICATION
GUIDE) to blue (“p” in the PALETTE SPECIFICATION GUIDE).

This code makes the scene show colors in that range, according to frequency.
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Example 3
The palette string “fcur” results in a palette that includes yellow, orange, purple, and deep blue.

This combination makes the scene show colors in that range, according to frequency.
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Example 4
The palette string “p09” results in a palette that is blue and ranges in whiteness from 0 to 90%.

This combination makes the scene show colors in that range, according to frequency.
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Activating Lyrics (If Available)
The LYRICS section of the STYLE tab lets you choose whether to turn lyrics off or on if they are available for the track
you selected for your video.

If you move the USE LYRICS toggle to YES, Luminant Music will look for a standard .LRC file next to the audio
file with a matching file name. If found, Luminant Music will use the lyrics found and display them as the video
plays. The file name for the LRC file must match the name of the audio track exactly, and they must be in the
same folder. Note that the LRC file name must match the name of the track you used to create your video,
not the file name for the video.
For more information about the LRC file format, please see this article:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LRC_(file_format).
If you are including lyrics in your video, consider adding a black area to the bottom part of the video to make
the lyrics more visible. Please see the Adjusting the Video Configuration Settings section of this user
guide on page 47 for more information.
Once you have chosen your colors and determined if you want lyrics to be added to your video, click the
SETTINGS icon as described in the next section of this user guide.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

The SETTINGS Tab: Adjust the Output
Settings for Your Video
After you select your settings for STYLE tab, click the SETTINGS icon on the Video Producer panel to open
the SETTINGS tab where you can specify the location for your output file and configure other settings for
your video. Click the Help button for assistance.
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Finding Source Music Information
The first section of the SETTINGS tab is SOURCE MUSIC, as framed in red below.:

This section displays:


The available source file information: title, artist, file name, file extension, and length



Location of the file

The final video will be three seconds longer than the length shown to accommodate a final scene fade.
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Adjusting the Output File
The next section of the SETTINGS tab is OUTPUT FILE, as framed in red below.:

This section displays:


The estimated output file size



The estimated free space required in the target folder



The file name for the new video, with non-alpha characters shown as underscores



The target location for the video once rendered

Click the white file icon in this section to change the target folder for your video. NOTE: On MacOS, save
your video to a location other than the desktop.
You can change the name of your video by typing it directly into the Filename field.
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Adjusting the Video Configuration Settings

The last section of the SETTINGS tab lets you adjust the rest of the settings prior to rendering your video.
You may need to use the scroll bar to view this entire section. Each setting is explained in the chart below.

Use the slider to select the dimensions and
framerate for your video. This setting will affect the
render time. Recommended resolutions for
Instagram, Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter are
labeled.

The objective of the video (keep, upload, etc.)
determines the compression level, quality and file
size. This setting will affect render time.
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ENCODE VIDEO: YES/NO

If YES, an encoded video is created. If NO, only
individual stills are saved.

SUPERSAMPLE: YES/NO

If YES, Luminant Music will render each frame at 4k
resolution first, then scale to final size for greatest
quality. Slower process, but worth it for higher
quality.

KEEP FRAMES AS PNGS: YES/NO

Frames are temporarily saved as PNGs before
encoding the video. If NO, the PNGs will be deleted.
If YES, PNGs are not deleted.

KEEP WORKING FILES: YES/NO

Only useful if the render process is failing. If YES,
intermediate working files are kept to help with
troubleshooting.

USE EXTERNAL ENCODER

If NO, your video will use the internal encoder for
VP9/OGG video, producing a video in .WEBM
format. If YES, other formats are possible by
providing your own encoder. For more information,
see Using an External Encoder below and the
FAQ section on the Support page of Luminant
Music’s website.

BLACK TOP (0%=NONE)

This field lets you specify the percentage of the
screen to cover with black at the top of the video.
Used in letterboxing. (Range: 0-95% total when
combined with the percentage of BLACK BOTTOM
below)

BLACK BOTTOM (0%=NONE)

This field lets you specify the percentage of the
screen to cover with black at the bottom of the
video. Used in letterboxing and as a background for
lyrics when available. (Range: 0-95% total when
combined with the percentage of BLACK TOP
above)

PARALLEL THREADS

Number of simultaneous encoders to use. The
higher the number, the faster rendering will finish
at the expensive of less CPU time left for any other
operations. Default setting is 2, but you can select
up to 16. The recommended setting is 9. Please see
more information in the Tips Before You Render
Your Video section of this user guide.

After you have configured the SETTINGS tab, click the render icon to move to the RENDER tab, as shown in
the next section of this user guide.
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Tips Before You Render Your Video
Video Producer uses the open-source WEBM video codec by default, and encoding is quite slow. Because of
the way the internal encoder works, Video Producer may seem stalled at 32%, 89%, or at a similar
point in the process, but it’s simply that the encoding process is slow. To remedy this problem, you
can try a couple of strategies.
1. The default number of parallel threads processed at one time is two, but this can be increased in the
SETTINGS tab of the Video Producer. We recommend changing this setting to nine, although this
value can be set up to 16. Keep in mind that the performance of your computer may hinder this
setting.
2. An even faster option is to install and use an external video encoder in addition to raising the number
of threads. An external encoder can render directly to MP4 and can be much faster than the default
encoder included with Luminant Music. For instructions on installing and using an external encoder,
see the FAQ in the SETTINGS section on the Support page of Luminant Music’s website.
3. You should first render your video at a low resolution to see if it looks the way you want. Low
resolution videos should render quickly. Once you know your video looks the way you want, render
again in stunning 4k quality, but keep in mind it could possibly take a few hours to render.

Using an External Encoder
By default, Luminant Music’s Video Producer will produce a .WEBM file. You have the option to use an
external encoder to produce a video in a different file type.
To encode to a different file type, add a command-line encoder and an encoderData.txt file to the
StreamingAssets folder within the Luminant Music installation. This folder is typically found through the
following path:
Windows
C:\Program Files\Cybernetic Entertainment\Luminant Music\LuminantMusic_Data\StreamingAssets\
Mac OS
/Applications/LuminantMusic.app/Contents/Resources/Data/StreamingAssets/
After you have added a command-line encoder and an encoderData.txt file, set USE EXTERNAL ENCODER
to YES.
For more information, see the FAQ section on the Support page of Luminant Music’s website.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

The RENDER Tab: Render Your Video

After you have configured the SETTINGS tab, click the RENDER icon to move to the RENDER tab as shown
above.
Click START to begin the rendering process. Click the Help button for assistance.
The program will initially analyze the music track in real time. To prevent data loss, DO NOT switch to
another application, change the window’s size, or minimize Luminant Music during the audio
analysis.
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Once the rendering process begins, the screen will change as in the example below:

Information that becomes available once the rendering process begins:

Click CANCEL to end the rendering process. It
may take a moment to cancel as some tasks
may take time to shut down.

When the rendering process begins, the
summary section displays data about the video
being created, including the percentage
completed and the target location for the
completed video. Click the white file icon to
open target location for the video once it has
rendered.
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A graph and statistics, including time remaining,
are displayed during the audio analysis phase.
The audio is analyzed in real time. DO NOT
switch applications, minimize the
window, or change the window’s size
during the audio analysis.

This section of the RENDER tab provides
progress data for the rendering process.

This section displays five key areas where time
is being spent. This data may be helpful in
determining how different settings affect render
time.

The EVENT LOG shows important messages
regarding events during the render process.
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Final Tips for Video Creation


Some scenes appear entirely dark until you play music. Play your music for a moment, then pause it at
an interesting point to see more of the scene.



If your music is playing, press \ to add segments in real time.



Don’t forget to save your data often. See Save and Load Videos on page 54 for more information.
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Save and Load Videos
As you work through video creation, you may reach a point when need to save the video you’re currently
creating and return to it later. The kebab menu icon opens the overflow menu that gives you the option to
save the current video or open a previously saved video. This menu also allows you to start the process over
with a new video.

The menu options for the kebab menu are explained below:

New

Click New to start the process over and return to the beginning to load a new music
track.

Open

Click Open to browse and load a video specifications file (.LMV). Note that only files
with the .LMV extension can be loaded.

Save

Click Save to save the settings and progress on the current video being created in a
video specifications file (.LMV). (Keyboard shortcut: Ctrl+S/Cmd+S)
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Access Help in Luminant Music

Click the Help button at the top of the screen to access a link to this Video Producer User Guide, the
Luminant Music User Guide, and a list of keyboard shortcuts.



Click LOCAL DOCUMENTATION to open a folder that contains this Video Producer User Guide, the
Luminant Music User Guide, and the Quick Start Guide for Luminant Music.
Click ONLINE DOCUMENTATION to visit the Support page of the Luminant Music website where
you will find frequently asked questions, links to the latest Video Producer User Guide, Luminant
Music User Guide, Quick Start Guide, and links to contact technical support and manage your account.

In addition, each tab on the Video Producer panel has a Help button that will open the Help panel directly
to the specific section that pertains to that tab.
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LUMINANT MUSIC™

KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS
PANELS

WINDOWS

MAC

Help

F1

F1

Scene configuration

F3

F3

Audio configuration

F4

F4

Display options

F6

F5

Performance optimization

F7

F6

About Luminant Music

F8

F8

Get system specs and copy to clipboard

Ctrl+I

Cmd+I

VIDEO PRODUCER (All Tabs)

WINDOWS

MAC

Select Timing tab

T

T

Select Views tab

W

W

Select Style tab

Y

Y

Save

Ctrl+S

Cmd+S

New video

Ctrl+N

Cmd+N

Open video

Ctrl+O

Cmd+O

Play/pause

Space

Space

VIDEO PRODUCER (TIMING Tab)

WINDOWS

MAC

Insert segment at current time

\

\

Delete the current segment

Delete

Delete

Go to start of track

Home

Home (fn+Left arrow)

Go to the beginning of the last segment

End

End (fn+Right arrow)

Previous segment

Left arrow

Left arrow
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Next segment

Right arrow

Right arrow

Previous gridline

Shift+Left arrow

Shift+Left arrow

Next gridline

Shift+Right arrow

Shift+Right arrow

Move gridlines -0.01s

Ctrl+Left arrow

Cmd+Left arrow

Move gridlines +0.01s

Ctrl+Right arrow

Cmd+Right arrow

Move gridlines -10s

Shift+Ctrl+Left
arrow

Shift+Cmd+Left arrow

Move gridlines +10s

Shift+Ctrl+Right
arrow

Shift+Cmd+Right
arrow

Set Reference to current time

Ctrl+R

Cmd+R

Play 3 seconds

Ctrl+P

Cmd+P

VIDEO PRODUCER (VIEWS and STYLE Tabs)

WINDOWS

MAC

Go to start of current segment

Home

Home (fn+Left arrow)

Go to end of current segment

End

End (fn+Right arrow)

Go to start of track

Ctrl+Home

Cmd+Home
(Cmd+fn+Left arrow)

Go to the beginning of the last segment

Ctrl+End

Cmd+End
(Cmd+fn+Right arrow

VOLUME

WINDOWS

MAC

Mute

Shift+Ctrl+M

Shift+Cmd+M

Volume -10%

Minus

Minus

Volume +10%

Equal

Equal

Volume +10%

Plus

Plus
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LUMINANT MUSIC®

Legal Information
Luminant Music® © 2017-2019 Cybernetic Entertainment LLC. All rights reserved.
This program includes technologies developed and owned by others.
NAudio is used under the Microsoft Public License (MS-PL). License information is available here:
https://naudio.codeplex.com/license.
This software uses FFmpeg under the GNU Lesser General Public
License (LGPL), version 3.0. FFmpeg is a trademark of Fabrice Bellard, originator of the FFmpeg project.
Source code for FFmpeg is available here: https://www.ffmpeg.org/download.html.
Luminant Music uses FMOD Studio by Firelight Technologies Pty Ltd.
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Index
Base color, 37
Body color, 37
Camera angle, 28
Camera distance, 30
Camera height, 29
Camera roll, 32
Camera up, 31
External encoder, 49, 50
Fadeout, 26
Field of view, 33
Graphic overlay, 3
Gridlines, 8, 17
Help, 56
Keyboard shortcuts, 57
Legal, 59
Load music, 6
Load videos, 55
Lyrics, 44
Reference, 15
RENDER tab, 51
Save videos, 55
Segments, 13, 19
SETTINGS tab, 45
Signal color, 39
Style Tab, 36
TIMING tab, 8
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Transition curves, 34
Video configuration settings, 48
VIEWS tab, 22
Waveforms, 10
Zoom, 11
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